High-Throughput Single-Nanoparticle-Level Imaging of Electrochemical Ion Insertion Reactions.
Nanoparticle electrodes are attractive for electrochemical energy storage applications because their nanoscale dimensions decrease ion transport distances and generally increase ion insertion/extraction efficiency. However, nanoparticles vary in size, shape, defect density, and surface composition, which warrants their investigation at the single-nanoparticle level. Here we demonstrate a nondestructive high-throughput electro-optical imaging approach to quantitatively measure electrochemical ion insertion reactions at the single-nanoparticle level. Electro-optical measurements relate the optical density change of a nanoparticle to redox changes of elements in the particle under working electrochemical conditions. We benchmarked this technique by studying Li-ion insertion in hexagonal tungsten oxide (h-WO3) nanorods during chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry. Interestingly, the optically detected current response revealed underlying processes that are hidden in the conventional electrochemical current measurements. This imaging technique may be applied to 13 nm particles and a wide range of electrochemical systems such as electrochromic smart windows, batteries, solid oxide fuel cells, and sensors.